Interfaces and boundaries in condensed-matter systems often have electronic properties distinct from the bulk material and thus have become a topic of both fundamental scientific interest and technological importance. Here we identify, using microwave impedance microscopy, enhanced conductivity of charge-order domain walls in the layered manganite Pr(Sr 0.1 Ca 0.9 ) 2 Mn 2 O 7 . We obtain a complete mesoscopic map of surface topography, crystalline orientation and electronic phase, and visualize the thermal phase transition between two charge-ordered phases. In both phases, charge-order domains occur with domain walls showing enhanced conductivity likely due to local lifting of the charge order. Finite element analysis shows that the resolved domain walls can be as narrow as few nanometres. The domain walls are stabilized by structural twins and have a strong history dependence, suggesting that they may be manipulated to create novel devices.
R ecent advances in material growth, nano-fabrication and microscopy have enabled the study of microscopic interfaces and boundaries, which often possess properties different from the bulk material-for example, conductive interfaces between insulators 1 , superconductivity enhanced by interfacial mode coupling 2 and multiferroic heterostructures [3] [4] [5] [6] . Of significant current interest are the electrical properties of order parameter domain boundaries in chemically homogeneous systems, in particular, ferroelectric domain walls and nano-domains, where the order parameter-spontaneous polarization-changes abruptly within inter-atomic scales and the resulting bound and screening charges are believed to strongly alter the electronic conduction [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In this work, we show that domain boundaries of another order parameter, charge order, may also have novel electronic properties in a chemically homogeneous bulk material.
Charge-ordered (CO) phases occur in many mixed-valence manganites, where Mn 4 þ and Mn 3 þ ions are arranged in a 'checkerboard' pattern 16 . The coexisting orbital order, magnetism, ferroelectricity and structural distortions add more degrees of freedom, creating an ideal circumstance for emergent phenomena at interfaces 17, 18 . The half hole-doped bilayer manganite Pr(Sr 0.1 Ca 0.9 ) 2 Mn 2 O 7 (PSCMO) exhibits two distinct charge-and orbital-ordered (CO-OO) phases with a hysteretic transition near room temperature (Fig. 1a) [19] [20] [21] . Due to charge order superposed on the orthorhombically distorted bilayer crystal structure, the lower temperature charge-ordered phase (CO2) is ferroelectric, whereas the higher temperature phase (CO1) is layered anti-ferroelectric 22 . While optical secondharmonic generation measurements have provided evidence of domains in the ferroelectric CO2 phase 23 , the electrical properties of the domain walls remain unknown, mainly due to the difficulty of measuring local transport in a bulk crystal. Moreover, no domain structure has been identified in the anti-ferroelectric CO1 phase.
In the following, we report how we have used microwave impedance microscopy (MIM), a scanning probe technique that measures the GHz local electromagnetic response of samples without needing a back electrode to pass currents 24, 25 , to visualize the local conductivity difference between the two CO phases and to identify additional emergent behaviours within both phases, namely charge-order domain walls that show enhanced conductivity.
Results
Mapping charge-order phase coexistence. We first establish the capability of MIM for the study of PSCMO by obtaining a complete mesoscopic two-dimensional map of surface topography, crystalline direction and electronic phase (Fig. 1) . MIM scans were performed on a cleaved surface of a PSCMO crystal at 303 K, where coexistence of CO1 and CO2 phases is expected. Figure 1c shows the surface topography: atomically flat regions of B10 mm extent are separated by step edges representing single or multiple bilayers. By delivering a 1 GHz excitation of 5 mW to a metallic tip, images of the real (resistive) and imaginary (capacitive) parts of the tip-sample complex admittance during the scanning were produced, henceforth referred to as MIM-Re and MIM-Im 24, 26 . Figure 1d ,e show MIM-Im and MIM-Re images revealing clear conductivity contrasts. According to the MIM response curve obtained by finite element analysis (Fig. 1b,  Supplementary Fig. 1, Supplementary Note 1) , the CO1 phase is expected to have a higher signal than the CO2 phase in MIM-Im images and the opposite in MIM-Re images: therefore, we may identify the bright (dark) areas in the MIM-Re (MIM-Im) image as CO2 and the dark (bright) areas as CO1. Strikingly, the electronic phase pattern has little correlation with surface topography, confirming its bulk origin. We then use crosspolarized light microscopy (PLM) to map optical anisotropy contrast, which can have two origins in this material: 90°rotation of OO stripes between CO1 and CO2 phases within a single crystalline region (Fig. 1a ) 27 , and 90°rotation of crystalline orientation between structural twins of the same phase. By comparing the PLM (Fig. 1f ) and MIM-Re (Fig. 1e ) image of the same area, one can easily distinguish both the difference in electronic phase and the difference of crystalline orientation due to structural twins, to construct a complete map as in Fig. 1g . It appears that the low-temperature CO2 phase is stabilised near the twin boundary: this may be attributed to a variation in the transition temperature induced by local strain ( Supplementary  Fig. 2 , Supplementary Note 2).
Charge-order domain walls in single crystalline region. In a twin-free single crystalline region, linear features with enhanced conductivity in both CO1 and CO2 phases were observed in MIM-Re images (Fig. 2 ). The entire region is atomically flat with only a few B1 nm step edges corresponding to single bilayers ( Fig. 2a) . To minimize the effect of hysteresis at the CO1-CO2 phase transition 20 , we first cool the sample to 255 K and then collect temperature-dependent MIM images from 302 to 373 K ( Fig. 2b-f ). At 302 K most of the scan area is in CO2 phase (yellow-brown), which gradually shrinks until being completely replaced by CO1 phase (blue) at 309 K. Aside from the major contrast between CO2 and CO1 phases, fine linear features are clearly visible within each CO phase. The linear features have an apparent width similar to the MIM spatial resolution of B200 nm in this experiment, show a preferential orientation along the a ± b directions and are stable from one scan to the next. They appear as lines with suppressed MIM-Re signal and thus represent regions that are more conductive than the surrounding CO phase (Fig. 1b) . In Fig. 2d we marked out the clearly visible features in Fig. 2c as a guide to the eye. It is clear that they mostly form closed loops with fourfold vortices (within the spatial resolution) or end at phase boundaries. They remain stable within the CO1 and CO2 phases across multiple step edges, but undergo a drastic change passing from CO1 to CO2 phase: the linear features are considerably denser in the CO2 phase. On heating towards the CO1/non-CO transition temperature of B370 K, the linear features gradually become fainter and disappear completely at 363 K and higher (Fig. 2f) . After a thermal cycle the linear features appear qualitatively similar, but their precise configuration has changed in both phases (Fig. 2g,h ). Aside from twin boundaries and phase boundaries between CO1 and CO2 seen in Fig. 1 , there can exist a third class of boundaries in this material-boundaries between charge-order domains with a p shift in CO pattern, which we will refer to as charge-order domain walls (CO DWs) (Fig. 2i,j) . The observed properties of the conductive linear features are compatible with those expected for CO DWs. CO DWs are unlikely to be atomically sharp: the Mn 3 þ /4 þ will tend to deviate towards Mn 3 þ x/4 À x at the DWs to reduce interfacial Coulomb energy. They therefore represent finite-width line defects that locally lift the Mn 3 þ /4 þ charge order, and as such will be more conductive than the bulk CO phase, since the Coulomb energy cost for e g electron hopping along the DW will be substantially smaller than in the bulk of this charge-ordered insulator. Such DWs would naturally favour a ± b over a or b directions, as seen in MIM images, to avoid accumulating a net valence charge and hence a Coulomb energy penalty (Fig. 2i,j, Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
One would also expect the CO domains to differ in length scale for different CO phases and to disappear completely in the non-CO phase, again agreeing with experimental observations. The randomization after thermal cycles further rules out the features being microscopic crystalline defects, twins or topographic features. The above evidence indicates charge-order domain walls as the most plausible interpretation of our experimental observations. Electric polarization in PSCMO originates from the charge order superposed on the orthorhombically distorted bilayer crystal structure, so charge-order domain walls are also domain walls between in-plane polarizations in each bilayer (Fig. 2i,j) . However, since conductive domain walls are observed in both the ferroelectric CO2 and anti-ferroelectric CO1 phase, we can infer that their conduction is not due to ferroelectricity. While the material is too conductive for lateral piezoresponse force microscopy ( Supplementary Fig. 4 , Supplementary Note 3), optical second-harmonic generation microscopy has provided evidence of a ± b ferroelectric/CO domain walls in the ferroelectric CO2 phase 23 . However, second-harmonic generation microscopy cannot resolve anti-ferroelectric/CO domain walls in the anti-ferroelectric CO1 phase. MIM is able to image domain walls in the CO2, as well as CO1, phase by probing their enhanced conductivity, which relies on local lifting of charge order instead of any ferroelectric properties. Charging/band bending at domain walls due to the polarization, which could occur in the CO2 phase, is not observed to have a major effect on the domain wall conductivity. If band bending effects were to dominate, one would expect tail-to-tail domain walls to have a higher conductivity and head-to-head walls to have a lower conductivity than the p-typed bulk 28 , which is not observed. Therefore, the enhanced conductivity at CO DWs is likely a unique emergent phenomenon in a chemically homogeneous system that does not rely on excess charge accumulation at the interface.
Comparison with simulations. Because MIM measures the perturbation of tip-sample admittance, features below the spatial resolution may not be detectable if the admittance perturbation that such features generate is too small. To prove that MIM working at 1 GHz has enough sensitivity to image features a few nanometres wide with reasonable conductivity contrast, we employed three-dimensional finite element analysis. The simulation includes two bulk regions to represent CO1/CO2 phase separation and narrow stripes (2 nm wide) with a conductivity higher than the bulk within each phase to represent DWs (Fig. 3) . Tip-sample admittance is calculated as the tip moves across the sample: we can thus obtain simulated MIM line-cuts. Good agreement is achieved between simulation results (Fig. 3b ) and actual data (Fig. 3d) . The in-plane/out-of-plane resistivity of both DWs set to be 0.25/50 O cm-a conservative extrapolation of the non-CO resistivity (Fig. 1a) to 300 K. The simulated MIM-Re line-cut shows clear contrast at the DWs, with a resolution of B300 nm determined by the tip apex size. We have thus shown that MIM has enough sensitivity to generate contrast comparable to experimental values for reasonably conductive DWs with width down to few nanometres in PSCMO. In reality, DWs may be wider (up to the spatial resolution) and less conductive (down to bulk conductivity), but as long as they cause the same perturbation to the tip-sample admittance, the resulting MIM contrast will be similar. A more quantitative characterization is therefore only possible with sharper MIM probes. Additional simulations also confirm the sensitivity of MIM to less conductive DWs with width down to a few nanometres: since these were never observed in MIM images we can conclude that all DWs are more conductive than the bulk, contrary to the band bending picture but consistent with the charge-order defect picture.
Charge-order domain walls in the presence of structural twins. Detailed MIM scans of the twinned region in Fig. 1 reveal that CO DWs are strongly affected by the presence of structural twins (Fig. 4) . The most distinct feature is the uniformly oriented, quasi-periodically spaced DWs inside the narrow twinned region (Fig. 4c,d) . Remarkably, most DWs inside remain stable and clearly visible at up to 373 K, at which temperature the domain structure outside has melted completely (Fig. 4d , green trace in Fig. 4e ). Further heating to 403 K is required to melt all CO in the entire sample (Fig. 4e red trace) . This implies that the domain structure and underlying CO1 phase are stabilized by structural twins. These phenomena are likely due to the combined effect of highly anisotropic boundary condition and strains: the twinned region is much longer in one direction than the other, making closely spaced DWs perpendicular to the long axis more energetically favourable and stable in the presence of strains, as reported in other systems under similar conditions 29, 30 . For use in nanoscale devices 31, 32 , the effect of strain and geometry may be exploited to reliably create domain walls with controlled orientation and quantity.
History dependence of charge-order domains in CO1 phase. Thermal cycles reveal that the CO DWs have a strong history dependence. Because the CO1-CO2 transition is hysteretic (Fig. 1a) , to ensure consistent sample preparation we usually perform complete thermal cycles by cooling the sample to 255 K after reaching the high-temperature non-CO phase. Interestingly, a different domain structure in the CO1 phase is seen when cooling from the non-CO phase (Z373 K) than when warming from the CO2 phase (255 K). Large (r2 mm), regular domains as seen after warming from 255 to 309 K (Fig. 5a,c) were not observed after cooling from Z373 K (Fig. 5b,d) , even though in both cases the phase is the same (CO1). Instead, the MIM signal varies over a much smaller length scale but with a similar magnitude as can be seen from peak-to-peak and root mean square (RMS) values (Fig. 5e ). The phenomenon is robust for average warming and cooling rates ranging from B0.2 to 5 K min À 1 and shows negligible time dependence while staying at room temperature for 7 h. Large domains are observed to reappear after cooling to 255 K and warming up again. We may infer that the CO domains have been reduced in size when cooling from the non-CO phase, becoming too small for MIM to clearly distinguish, possibly due to higher nucleation centre density. This thermal history dependence may be exploited to manipulate domain/domain wall density in nanoscale devices by local Joule heating 33 .
Discussion
We have completely mapped the mesoscale surface topography, crystalline orientation and electronic phases in a bilayer PSCMO crystal by combining PLM with MIM. Conductive features are observed in both charge-ordered phases, and are identified as charge-order domain walls. The domain walls obtain enhanced conductivity as line defects in the charge order, show strong history dependence and are stabilized by the presence of structural twins. MIM measurements allow us to map the full hierarchy of phase boundaries in a bulk complex oxide crystalstructural twins, CO1/CO2 phase boundaries, and CO DWs-in a single image (Fig. 4f) . Our findings suggest numerous interesting possibilities of exploiting this new class of filamentary conduction, by local strain, heating, electric field or anisotropic geometry, to create nanoscale electronic or memory devices [31] [32] [33] .
Methods
Sample preparation. Single-crystal samples of PSCMO were grown by a floating zone method. Crystals were cleaved in air to expose a clean a À b plane surface for optical microscopy and MIM. Elongated structural twins of width ranging from hundreds of microns to hundreds of nanometres are present. The structural twins are roughly along the a±b direction with straight boundaries, as commonly seen in this material 19 .
MIM measurement and response curve calculation. MIM imaging was carried out using an atomic force microscopy-based system, operated in air at room temperature and higher, in constant-force contact mode. Images proportional to (up to a constant shift) the real (resistive) and imaginary (capacitive) parts of the complex tip-sample admittance at 1 GHz are referred to as MIM-Re and MIM-Im 26 . The MIM response curve in Fig. 1b is simulated using finite element analysis in COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4 (COMSOL, Inc., Palo Alto, CA 94304, USA, Supplementary Fig. 1 ) for a layered material with out-of-plane resistivity equal to 200 times the average in-plane resistivity. The real dielectric constant (e 0 ) is set to be 20 and does not have a major effect on the MIM response. The imaginary dielectric constant (e 00 , or dielectric loss) is irrelevant due to the high conductivity of the material. Because of the long-range nature of microwave coupling and the fact that the MIM tip is not shielded to the apex, the response curve in Fig. 1b cannot be used quantitatively on small features because the sample was assumed to be very large in the simulation; three-dimensional simulation is needed in this case as described in the main text.
